ROOM SPECS: HERITAGE - SINGLE

Each of the 12 single rooms in Heritage are equipped with 1 extra long single bed (Mattresses are 80" long). One wardrobe unit which provides hanging wardrobe space, and 2 drawers for the resident. In addition, each room also provides a desk, chair, 3 drawer dresser and a bookcase.

TOTAL SQ. FOOTAGE:
Approximately 100 square feet - Room dimensions may vary

DESK:
HEIGHT: 2' 6"
DESKTOP WIDTH: 3’ 6"
DESKTOP DEPTH: 22"
MOVEABLE?: Yes

DRESSER DRAWERS:
HEIGHT: 2’ 7”
DRESSER WIDTH: 3’ 2”
DRESSER DEPTH: 22”
# of Drawers: 3
MOVEABLE?: Yes
STACKABLE?: Yes

BOOKCASE:
HEIGHT: 48”
WIDTH: 30”
DEPTH: 12
Two Shelves

WARDROBE:
HEIGHT: 5’ 10”
DEPTH OF UNIT: 22”
WIDTH: 3’
HANGING SPACE:
45” TALL x 35” WIDE
# OF DRAWERS: 2
ROOM ON TOP: Yes
HOW MUCH?: 3’
MOVEABLE?: Yes

BED:
WIDTH: 3’ 3”
LENGTH: 7’ 1”
Mattress: 80” X 36”
MOVEABLE: Yes
STACKABLE: Yes
STORAGE BENEATH: Yes—1’